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Hi_j0239 P25448-13.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0242 P25448-14.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0243_2 P25448-15.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0245_2 P25448-16.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0247_1 P25448-17.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0248_1 P25448-18.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0249 P25448-19.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0250 P25448-20.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0251_1 P25448-21.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0252_2 P25448-22.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0253 P25448-23.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0254_2 P25448-24.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0255_1 P25448-25.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0001_1 P25448-26.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0002_2 P25448-27.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0003_1 P25448-28.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0004_1 P25448-29.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0005_1 P25448-30.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0006 P25448-31.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0007 P25448-32.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas
Hi_j0115_1 P25450-15a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0118_1 P25450-16a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0120_1 P25450-17a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0125_1 P25450-19a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0127 P25450-20a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0129 P25450-21a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0131 P25450-23a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0132 P25450-24a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0133 P25450-25a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0135_1 P25450-26a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0139 P25450-27a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0140 P25450-28a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0141_1 P25450-29a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0142 P25450-30a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0143 P25450-31a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0144 P25450-32a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0145 P25450-33a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0146 P25450-34a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas
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Hi_j0147 P25450-35a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0148 P25450-36a.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0228 P25452-01.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0234 P25452-02.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0237 P25452-03.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0240 P25452-04.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0243_1 P25452-05.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0245 P25452-06.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0247 P25452-07.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0249_1 P25452-08.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0251 P25452-09.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0252_1 P25452-10.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0253_2 P25452-11.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0254_1 P25452-12.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0255 P25452-13.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0001 P25452-14.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0002 P25452-15.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0003 P25452-16.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0004 P25452-17.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0005 P25452-18.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas
Hi_j0006_1 P25452-19.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0007_1 P25452-20.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0008 P25452-21.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0009_1 P25452-22.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0010_1 P25452-23.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas


Hi_j0012_1 P25452-25.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0013 P25452-26.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0015 P25452-27.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0017_1 P25452-28.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0019 P25452-29.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0023 P25452-30.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0025 P25452-31.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0028_1 P25452-32.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0030 P25452-33.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0034 P25452-34.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0037_1 P25452-35.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0073_1 P25453-01.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0075 P25453-02.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0077 P25453-03.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas
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Hi_j0081 P25453-04.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0084 P25453-05.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0086 P25453-06.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0088 P25453-07.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0091 P25453-08.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0094 P25453-09.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0098 P25453-10.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0101 P25453-11.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0107 P25453-12.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0112 P25453-13.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0116 P25453-14.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0118 P25453-15.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0123 P25453-16.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0126 P25453-17.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0128 P25453-18.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0131 P25453-19.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0135 P25453-20.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0139 P25453-21.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0142 P25453-22.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0144 P25453-23.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Lunch with troops. Photo ops with Troops #1. Fort Hood, Texas
Hi_j0231_1 P25461-25.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Tour equipment. Remarks to Troops and Family. HMX1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0233_2 P25461-26.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Tour equipment. Remarks to Troops and Family. HMX1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0236_1 P25461-27.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Tour equipment. Remarks to Troops and Family. HMX1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0239_2 P25461-28.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Tour equipment. Remarks to Troops and Family. HMX1. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0018 P25462-04.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0021 P25462-05.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0026 P25462-06.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0032_1 P25462-07.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0036 P25462-08.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0040_1 P25462-09.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0044 P25462-10.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0047 P25462-11.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0049 P25462-12.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0051_1 P25462-13.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0053 P25462-14.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0055 P25462-15.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0058 P25462-16.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0060_1 P25462-17.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0064 P25462-18.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0066 P25462-19.jpg 1/3/2003 GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas
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Hi_j0219 P25463-23.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0225 P25463-25.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0227 P25463-26.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0134_2 P25464-02.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0136 P25464-03.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0137_1 P25464-04.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0138 P25464-05.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0153 P25465-02.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0154 P25465-03.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0155_1 P25465-04.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0156 P25465-05.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0157_1 P25465-06.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0158 P25465-07.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0159_1 P25465-08.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0160 P25465-09.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0161 P25465-10.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0162 P25465-11.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

Hi_j0163 P25465-12.jpg 1/3/2003
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas

GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas
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GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas
GWB: no time noted: Remarks to Troops and Family. Fort Hood, Texas